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Application and September 29‘, ‘1927. .Seria1*No._222,863. 
The invention relates to an‘improvement in 

: locks for securing the sparetire of an auto 
mobile againstpunauthorized removal." It 
rconsists of a lock,v a connected chain,‘ and a 
locking head at the freeend ofthe chain, 
which by reason of ‘its peculiar construction 

» is adapted to ‘be engagedlby the lock,'which . 
locking head cannot beremoved or withdrawn 
from? looking position,’ until after the \lock' 1 
has) been operated by a. key appropriate 
The lock comprises a" casing provided- with 

ya sliding U-shaped- shackle, permanently 'se~' 
" cured in the lock casing, vyet having‘ a move-1 
‘ment su?icient-to providea clearance between V’ 
the shackleand the lockcasing for’ the entry 
of a T-shaped locking head,th'e' saidiheaid' be 
ing permanently attached ‘ to a 1 chain, the 
other end'of which is connected permanently 
with the lock,_ so, that the parts forming my 
improved safety device'cannot become sepa 
rated. “Then the shackle is moved in a. re 
verse direction, after the locking head has 
been entered therein, the locking head can- ‘ 
not be withdrawn from the shackle until re- ~ 

‘ leased by the key to the lock. " f ' 
The detailsgor" ‘construction willw‘now be 

described,- and the novelty of the ‘invention 
.will be pointed out in‘ the appendedclaims. 

Intheaccompanying drawings: a ' 

- »'Figure 1 is a view inelevation O 

moved'outwardly of the lock to permit the 
entry of‘ the lockinghead thereinto. _ 

' Fig.2 is aview in‘ele'vation showing the 
lock and, the locking head, with the shackle, 
as moved inwardly of the lock to embrace 1 
the locking head. ' 1 

Fig. 3 is an edgeviewrof the head~ 
in one of its forms. . I‘ p 

I Fig. 41 1s a sectlonal view on the 11m‘ 11-14, 
Fig. 2,1ookmg 1n the direction of the arrows. 

Fig. 5 is a plan View of ablank from which ' 
a modi?ed construction of the locking head 
can be made. 

Fig. 6 shows such modi?ed locking head 
attached to one end of a chain. 

‘I tuted of plates 17 and, 18,‘ with ashortinteri 

f the lock,_ 0 
' the locking ' head., and’ the chain; connecting 
‘the lock and the'locking head, a part of the 
chain being broken out to save space on the ' 
drawings, the view showing: the ‘shackle as 

i. ‘ “In the drawings,the numeral 10 indicates v i 
a lock.~ easing and'numeral 11 the shackle . 
thereof, the latter: being formed from a'rod 
bent into U-shape to provide parallel ‘legs or 
posts 12 and 13,:which are passed through; 

- the lock casing-1O andare engageable by‘the 
55 

lockingv ‘elements therein tomaintain the‘ . 
shackle ‘in its. closed and e?ectivel position. . 
The freeends'of the posts 12 and 1301? the 
.U-shaped'shackle are upset, as atlltand ‘15,; 
so as to preventthe‘withdrawal of‘the shackle 
‘11 from the lock casing, such upset'portions ’ 

‘ lll‘and 15, however, permitting limited move 
ment of the shackle fora purpose which later ' , 

‘i (.65. 
willlbe described. . r .7 r / 

In ‘assembling the “shackle and‘“ the lock 
casing,‘ a- link at one end of a chain 16 is en 

~, gaged with theshackle by passing one ‘post 
thereof through‘ the said linln'and after‘the 
shackle is inserted in‘the lock, the free ends?“ 

a of the posts 12 and'13 are upset asindicated, 
‘ to permanently ‘connect the chain 16 .with‘they 
. lock." ' " ' ' ‘ ‘ 

' The T-shapedvlockinghead asindicated in ‘I I 
Figs: 1 to 4, is a‘ laminated structure consti 

mediatei?ller 19 at onejendi and‘a'separation ‘ 
at the other. The plates 17-‘and'18fwith the 
intermediate ?ller'l9, are. connected by rivets 

. :20, into" a solid unitary ‘structure. ‘The sepa 
rated ends 17 and18 of the ‘locking head re_ 
.ceive between‘ themv the link at the free end 
of the chain 16,-and a rivet 21- is passed 
through the said. ends 17'and18, and through 
‘thelink of the chain, and upset‘so as to e?e‘ct 
a permanentattachment of the parts, the link 
at the free end of the chain swivelling about 
the rivet 21, so asito' afford a‘ freely ?exible 
connection between the lock'and- the locking 
headk ‘j Y - ' ' y " 

Viewing Figs. 1 and 4:; it will beseen that 
the locking head is widened at its laminated 
end so as to have approximately a T-shape. 
~~The head of the~T has a length which is 
greater than the distance between the posts 121 
and 13 of the shackle,- so‘ that when the T 
shaped ‘locking head is‘ engaged with" the . 
.‘shaclde‘inthe manner‘ shown in Fig. 4, and 
with-‘the'shackle moved inwardly to locking ‘ 
position as in Fig. 2, the‘locking head‘ cannot 
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be withdrawn therefrom, until the shackle is . 
released by the operation of the key 22. The 
steml‘of the T-shaped locking head has a 
width at some point under its head, which is. 
about equal to the distance between the posts 
.12 and 13 of, the shackle.’ ‘To prevent idle 
movement of the T-shaped locking head, 
when engaged by the shackle, I have provided 
the stem of the said head with notches in 
which the posts 12 and 13 may rest, and with 
enlargements 23 and 24: immediately'below 
such notches. _- _ . 

A simple form of making the'lo'cking head 
is illustrated in Fig. 5, wherein'a metal strip 
25 is formed in a blanking and punching press 
so as to have the contour illustrated'in Fig. 
5. One end of the contoured strip isinserted 
through the end link of the chain, and don 

- bled upon itself and riveted as in Fig; ,6. 
- In operation, the 'keyx22 is -'turned to re 

lease the shackle. 11, and the latter is with 
drawn to the position shown‘ in ‘Fig; 1, with 
“stops 14 and 15 in- engagement with the 

' bottom of the lock. With theshackle in such 
position, an enlarged opening is provided, 

;.through which ,the'locking head may be 
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- the lock casing. 

passed and rotated a quarter turn, so as to lie 
with one ofits widersides against the top of 

The shackle is then snapped 
into closed position, as in Fig. 2, securing the 
locking head firmly within the shackle, and 

I in a' position from which it cannot be with 
drawn, until after the shackle has been freed 
for outward movement in the lock casing,.by 
operation of the key 22. The parts forming 
{the structure are of hardenedmetal and can 
not easily be broken, thus aifording a security 
which may be relied upon. The improved 

. locking'device is used byv encircling the an 
i10< nular tire support'and the spare tire with its 

' rim thereon.‘ ' ' 
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Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim and desire to secure by Letters Patent 
of the United States, is: . 

1. A spare tire locking device comprising 
a lock embracing a lock casing and a slid 
ing U-shaped shackle, witha chain having 
one end'connected to the shackle and a lock 
ing head connected at the other, the ‘said 
lockinghead having an enlargement adapted‘ 
‘to be passed through the shacklewhen'the 
latter is in itsoutward position,‘ and to be 
con?ned therein when the shackle is in its 

I inward position. I 

2. A spare tire locking device comprisinga , 
lock embracing a lock casing and a U-shaped 
shackle sliding‘ therein and provided with ' 
means to limit the outward movement of the 
shackle, with a chain connected at one end 
to the shackle and having at its other end a 

4 locking head provided with an enlargement 
adapted to be passed through the shackle 
when the latter is in its outward position, 
and to be con?ned thereinwhenthe shackle is 
in its inward position. 

7 ward position. . 
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3. A spare tire locking device comprising 
a lock casing provided - with a U-shaped 
shackle sliding therein, with means on the 
shackle to limit its outward movement in 
the casing, a chain connected at one end to the 
shackle and at its other end to a T-shaped 
locking head, the latter being dapted to be 
passed through the shackle when it is in its 
outward position, and to be con?ned against 
withdrawal when the shackle is in its in 
ward position. 

4. A spare tire locking device comprising 
a lock casing provided with a sliding U 
shaped shackle, a chain connected at one end 
to the shackle, a locking head connected to the 
other end of the chain, the said locking head 
being composed of a plurality of plates 
united at one end and separated at the other 
to receive between them a link of the chain, 
thelocking head at its united endhaving an 
enlargement which is adapted to be passed 
through the shackle when the latter is in its 
outward-position, and to be-restrained from 
withdrawal when the shackle is in its in 

' 5. A spare tire locking device comprising 
a lock‘ embracing ‘a, lock casing having a 
shackle with a chain connected at onejend 
to. the lock to preventv detachment and pro 
vided with a locking head at the other, the 
said locking head, having an enlargement 
adapted to be-passed into the shackle when 
the latter is in its outward position, and to be 
con?ned therein when the?shackle is in its 

~ inward position. 
6.. A spare tire locking device embracing a 

.lock casing and a non-rotating, U-shaped 
shackle ?xed in the casing but having a 
limited, longitudinal, sliding movement 
therein, in combination with a ?exible chain 1, 
pivotally and permanently engaged at one 
end with the shackleland detachably engaged 
at its other-‘end with the shackle. , ‘ . 

7. A sqare tire locking device embracing a 
lock casing and a non-rotating, U-shaped‘ 
shackle ?xed in the casing but having a lim 
ited, longitudinaLjsliding movement there 
J1n, in combination with a ?exible chain piv- . 
otallyand permanently engaged at one end 
with the shackle and having at its other end 
an enlargement which may be passed through 
the shackle when the latter, is in its outward 
position and be con?ned therein when the 
shackle is in its inward‘ position, whereb 
the'fsaid other endvof the chain is detachably 
engaged with the shackle. 
In testimony whereof,I have signed my 

name at Milwaukee, this 19th day of Sep 
tember, 1927. . 

r , HARRY E. SOREF. 
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